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Citizen Science: 
brief starting points

• The term was coined in the 1990s and has gained popularity since then;

• The origin story provides an indictaion of what citizen scinece is: It includes the generation if scientific data;

• The first example seems to date back to 1900, when at the invitation of the National Audubon Society (USA), 

every Christmas, people contributed to a bird count (Christmas Bird Count);

• citizen science originated in the natural sciences (such us biology, ecology, etc);

• It developed around 2013 thanks to the advent of smartphones. In recent years, the field of citizen science 

has expanded even faster with the development of smartphones, allowing more information to be shared 

through digital media;

• The concept of CS was recognised at an academic level in June 2014. It was included in the Oxford English 

dictionary's list of new words, 

• With the widespread availability of the Internet in the late 1990s, it became easier for people to share and 

contribute information, and the number of citizen-science programs increased.
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"Citizen science can be defined as the non-

professional involvement of volunteers in the

scientific process, commonly in data collection,

but also in other phases, such as quality

assurance, data analysis and interpretation,

problem definition and the dissemination of

results



In a Concrete way

Citizen science is the practice of public participation and collaboration in
scientific research to increase scientific knowledge. Through citizen science,
people share and contribute to data monitoring and collection programs.

Through citizen science, people share and contribute to data monitoring and
collection programs. Usually this participation is done as an unpaid volunteer.
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ECSA 10 Principles of CS

1. Citizen science projects actively involve citizens in scientific endeavour that generates 
new knowledge or understanding. Citizens may act as contributors, collaborators, or 
as project leader and have a meaningful role in the project. 

2. Citizen science projects have a genuine science outcome. 

3. Both the professional scientists and the citizen scientists benefit from taking part.

4. Citizen scientists may, if they wish, participate in multiple stages of the scientific 
process. 

5. Citizen scientists receive feedback from the project. 
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ECSA 10 Principles of CS

6. Citizen science is considered a research approach like any other, with limitations and biases that 
should be considered and controlled for. 

7, Citizen science project data and meta-data are made publicly available and where possible, results are 
published in an open access format. 

8, Citizen scientists are acknowledged in project results and publications. 

9, Citizen science programmes are evaluated for their scientific output, data quality, participant 
experience and wider societal or policy impact. 

10, The leaders of citizen science projects take into consideration legal and ethical issues surrounding 
copyright, intellectual property, data sharing agreements, confidentiality, attribution, and the 
environmental impact of any activities. 6



In short… 

Citizen Science provides opportunity

for greater public engagement and

democratisation of science.
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A Priority for EU… 

Citizen Science is a practice studied

and promoted by European

Commission to promote citizen

engagement in Science. In Horizon

program 462 million were dedicated in

the last program (2013-20) for CS

projects. And it is a priority for the new

one.
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Citizen Social Science

Citizen science is a flexible concept which can be adapted and applied within diverse situations and

disciplines (for examples in Social and Humanities Science)

In 2018, Two new concepts were coined:

1. CITIZEN HUMANITIES: CS applied in Humanities fields such as languages, literature, art,

philosophy;

2. CITIZEN SOCIAL SCIENCE: CS applied in Social projects or a project with a specific focus on the

social aspect
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Citizen Social Science

CSS can involve citizens in the design and/or implementation of social research/or project, including

engagement in some or all project processes, such us ideation, project design, data collection,

analysis, dissemination and impact

In this Context we can ascribe Civic Monitoring Methodology in the Citizen 

Social Science Field
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Civic Monitoring

Civic Monitoring means verification, control, collection of ideas and

proposals from civic communities towards public decisions, starting from

the data and information provided by the responsible administrations.

It is perfectly coherent with the 10 principles of CS
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Civic Monitoring

Civic Monitoring is a participatory process that allows the community to

• increase awareness of public policy objectives and results

• monitor the implementation of public policies and make judgements on

the effectiveness of interventions, also gathering ideas and proposals

• influence public policy: push administrations to achieve results, raise 'red

flags', increase the effectiveness of interventions, produce change
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Civic Monitoring an opportunity for the 
Recovery Plan

• In Italy, Legislative Decree No 33 of 2013 on Transparency speaks of 'widespread

control' by civil society over the work of the public administration.

• It means that, even in the case of the NRRP, each of us has the right but also the

responsibility to know, to monitor and to participate in how the public administration

organizes itself, spends and makes decisions in this regard

• Monitoring is the way for civil society to cooperate with public administrations and

public institutions in the execution of the NRRP, to contribute to the transparent and

effective execution of each of the project
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Civic Monitoring an opportunity for the 
Recovery Plan

It is the  Italian Constitution that demands this involvement of civil society when it states 

that sovereignty belongs to the citizens (Art. 1, Italian Constitution);

Article 10 of the Lisbon Treaty states that: decisions must be taken as openly and closely as 

possible to the citizens (Principle of Subsidiarity)

Civic monitoring does not replace institutional monitoring but complements it: Institutions 

must value both top-down and  bottom-up monitoring. This will ensure that key resources 

for the restart of Europe are not dispersed in opacity, incompetence, maladministration and 

corruption

Faced with a document as crucial, complex, full of different contents and plans as the 

NRRP, civic monitoring represents a plural instrument of control complementary to both 

European and individual national institutional vigilance: a monitoring that enables civil 

society to contribute to the NRRP by exercising its due role.
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Recommendation for Policy Makers

1. Institutions must provide concrete tools for civic monitoring, such as calls for the 

establishment of civic monitoring groups: necessary alliance between promoters and 

citizens (principal number 3 of CS principles);

2. For projects directly impacting communities and exceeding 1 million euro, the creation 

of civic monitoring groups should be a requirement;

3. Civic monitoring should be an ordinary form of administration; 

4. Public administrations should facilitate the accessibility and usability of project data. in 

fact, data are often available but difficult to access or not updated.
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Thanks


